BANANA COVE

*MOST SUITABLE REACHES FOR BOAT DOCKS*

NO SCALE
MOST SUITABLE BEACH FOR BOAT DOCKS

CAT CREEK

NO SCALE
FAIRVIEW COVE

*MOST SUITABLE REACHES FOR BOAT DOCKS*
LAKE

SUNSET POINT
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*MOST SUITABLE REACHES FOR BOAT DOCKS

FOURTEEN MILE CREEK
(EASTERN SHORE)

NO SCALE
MOST SUITABLE REACHES FOR BOAT DOCKS

NORTH BAY
(EAST OF LAKEVIEW COVE)

NO SCALE
RANGER CREEK

- Steep Bluffs
- 2,000'
- 1,200'
- 500'
- Uncleared Timbers

* Most suitable reaches for boat docks

No scale
TOPPERS AREA

NO SCALE
MOST SUITABLE REACHES FOR BOAT DOCKS

WEST OF LONG BAY

NO SCALE
WOODY HAVEN